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THE Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS) has joined other voices in calling for an end to 

negative gearing for housing.  

This involves an investor who makes a loss on an asset, offsetting some of this by paying less tax and hoping to 

come out on top if the market revalues the asset.  The investor’s success depends upon the price of houses 

rising.  This has been the norm in Australia but in the US, following the 2007 crisis, house prices in California, 

Florida and elsewhere halved and remain below their previous levels. 

In Australia, low interest rates have meant lower costs, which have encouraged investors to enter the market.  

About half of all new homes in Sydney and Melbourne are being bought by investors.  Demand from wealthy 

overseas buyers may have added to this froth. 

Are these higher house prices crowding out first home buyers? 

If house supplies are fixed the obvious answer is “Yes”.  But the supply is only fixed if the government restricts 

building of new houses. 

State government planning restrictions all around Australia create land shortages that constrain new housing 

supply.  This boosts house prices by some $200,000 apiece in Melbourne and more in Sydney.  We have a very 

efficient house building and land development industry in Australia that could, in a short period of time, 

markedly increase the number of new houses being built. 

Wherever governments do not impose strict limits on new housing developments at the edges of cities, prices 

are low.  This can be seen in most of the US south, most of Canada and in Germany. 

Banning negative gearing might well take some of the steam out of housing demand.  But it addresses the 

symptom — high prices caused by regulatory restraints — rather than the cause which is government land 

rationing. 

Moreover, acting to prevent it would have severe consequences across the economy.  It would create in rental 

housing a new class of investments subject to entirely different rules from other investments. 

In 2004, the Productivity Commission’s last exhaustive study of the issue found that with present arrangements, 

“Income tax arrangements are broadly neutral between private investment by individuals in rental housing, 

equities, and in commercial property”. 

Investors generally have a mixture of their own equity and borrowings in ventures they undertake.  Interest 

repayments are deducted from profits just like any other expense.  Treating housing interest payments 

differently would create a unique class of investments and massively distort investment decisions. 

While aspiring owner-occupiers would welcome a house price collapse if this was caused by investors quitting 

the market it would squeeze rental supply and come at the expense of a withdrawal of funding for housing 

which would depress new building. 

Moreover, the removal of negative gearing would have a direct effect in increased rents.  This is because 

negative gearing means owners make a loss on their property — in other words they are receiving less income 

from renting out the houses than they need to cover their costs.  That means low rents to the benefit of the 

mainly poorer income people who are renters. 

And yet in this crazy mixed-up world, removal of negative gearing finds favour with ACOSS, which purports to 

speak for the less well-off 



 


